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Welcome!
This document aims to guide you through our new website and web ordering system.
The aim of our new website is to give you the ability to find the products you need and place orders with ease, at any
time.
Once you have a web ordering account with us you can browse our product range, order with just the product codes,
upload CSVs, view your order history and more. Using this system makes ordering from us quick, easy and convenient
and is designed to save you time. Our new website is fully responsive so it can be viewed on your desktop, tablet or
mobile device so you can place orders anywhere if you have an internet connection.
We hope you enjoy using the new website, if you have any questions please contact us on sales@petproducts.co.uk,
telephone 0115 982 3900 or speak with your Relationship Manager.
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Quick Start Guide
For first time users of the Pedigree Wholesale website, we’ve outlined 3 simple steps to get you started. Full details
on all areas in the Quick Start Guide can be found in subsequent chapters.

Step 1 – Logging In
Visit the website at www.petproducts.co.uk
and login in the top right corner using your
username (which is your account number e.g.
PED123) and your new temporary password
to a new password of your choice.

Step 2 – Welcome Back
You will now be greeted by the Welcome
Back screen. From here you can manage
your account and order products. This can
be accessed at any time by clicking the
Pedigree Wholesale logo in the top left.
You now need to find products to add to
your basket. You can use Search to find
products using codes or descriptions, Shop
By Category, Brands or Promotions from the
navigation bar or you can use the Simple
Order Pad to type in codes and their
quantities.

Step 3 – Your Basket and Checkout
At any time you can click the basket icon in
the top right corner to view products
currently in your basket.
From here you can select your Delivery Date
(up to 2 weeks ahead), add your Purchase
Order Reference (optional), and when ready
click ‘Proceed to checkout’. You will have a
final option to review your order details
before pressing ‘Confirm order’, you will then
shortly receive a confirmation email.
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Logging In
When you visit www.petproducts.co.uk you will notice a Login link in the top right corner.

Once you click this you will be asked for your Username and Password

Your username is your account number e.g. PED123 – please note this is not case-sensitive but your password is.
When logging in for the first time, please enter the temporary password that we send to you. On first login you will
be asked to change this to a password of your choice – it must be at least 8 characters and you must use at least one
capital letter and one number.
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Welcome Back Screen
This page displays information about your account, and quick links to features that you frequently use.

TIP: This page is always accessible by clicking the Pedigree Wholesale logo at the top left of
any page in the website.

You can log off any anytime and the system will automatically save your basket. Once you log back in you will be
shown the following 3 options for the items in your basket:
1. Continue – start from where you left off
2. Save Basket – this will save the basket which will then be valid for 60 days. See Saved baskets (Page 21)
3. Discard Basket – This will remove all items from your basket and you can start adding products from scratch.
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Quick Search
You can use the search bar visible at the top of any page to search for products in the way most convenient to you.

Product code
Using the number product code that is printed in the pricelist. Once you start typing results will being to populate in
the search bar.

Product name
This is a ‘Google’ type search using keywords that will return results using one or more of the keywords you enter in
the search field. If you wanted to find “Harrisons Wild Bird Mix 4kg” if you were to just type “wild bird mix” and hit
enter you would see all results for all products that contains these keywords.
The results are displayed in default sort order of alphabetical brand and from here you have the ability to refine
these results using filtering.
Barcode
You can search using the barcode/ EAN number in the search bar.
Brand
Product brands are a searchable keyword e.g. “Hurtta”.
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Site Navigation
The website is designed to closely reflect the layout of the printed price list which you may be familiar with.
If you hover over the Shop by Category link in the top navigation the mega menu will appear separated out by the 8
top level categories such as Food & Treats.

From here you can select a top level category such as Food & Treats or navigate directly to a sub-category such as
Cat Food & Treats.
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Once you select a category, for example Cat Food & Treats, you are presented with a further sub-categories which
provide more specific options (in this case food type such as frozen or multi-serve) to choose from.
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From here you will be able to view all products for this category

Filtering
Once on the category page results can be further refined using the attribute filters on the left hand side. These are
dynamic and only display available filters for currently viewed products.

TIP: You can tick as many of these filters you wish to apply simultaneously.

Sort Order
You can select alternative views of list or grid and change the sort order of the products by displayed:








Preferred Order
Price Low > High
Price High >Low
Product Code A > Z
Brand A > Z
Product Name A > Z
New Products First
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Compare Products

Quick View
To save time, there is the option to ‘quick view’ which shows the product image, product code, stock situation,
barcode and price.

From here the product can be added to the basket.
The full product page can be reached by clicking the product name or the view details button.
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Ways to Order
In addition to browsing the site and adding products to the basket individually there are additional time-saving
features:

Order Pads
These are designed to make it easier and quicker for you to place orders if you know the product codes of what you
would like to order.
On the Welcome Back screen there is the Simple Order Pad where you can input the product codes with the
quantity required simply and quickly. Using the tab key will allow you to move between the product code and
quantity boxes easily.

You can add more lines to order in multiples of 5 or 10 at a time - there is no limit to how many lines you can have.
Once you have added all the products required, clicking Order Now will take you to the basket.
At this point the system performs a stock check and informs you of anything that is out of stock or if we do not hold
the quantity required to fulfil your order.
If for example you have ordered a quantity of 3 of an item but we only have 2 in stock, the quantity will update
automatically to the number we have in stock and a message will be displayed at the top of your basket in green to
inform you.
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If a product is Out of Stock it will be removed from the basket automatically and a message is displayed at the top of
your basket in green.
You can also access the Quick Order Pad from your My Account section which is like the Simple Order Pad but also
contains product images and provides live feedback on stock availability.

You can access the My Account section by clicking the link in the top right.
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On this version you see a product image appear in the order pad to ensure you are ordering the correct item.
You can also click ‘Check Stock Availability’ which will perform a stock check on the quantity you have ordered and
tell you if a lesser quantity is available.
If a product is Out of Stock then using the ‘Remove Out Of Stock Items’ button will update the order pad before you
add to basket.
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Saved Order Pads
If you place orders for the same products on a regular basis such as your top selling lines or weekly essentials, you
can save Order Pads with these.
All you then need to do is enter the quantities of each product required and add to the basket.
There are two ways that you can create saved order pads:
1. Add all the items you wish to the basket and at the bottom click ‘Save As Order Pad’
2. Alternatively from the ‘My Account’ section if you go to ‘My Saved Orders Pads’ and select ‘New’ you can
call your order pad whatever you wish and then add your items.

Your saved order pads will be available directly from the Welcome Back screen of from My Saved Order Pads in the
My Account section/
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If you wish to edit items in your order pads or rename them, then this can be done using the Order Pad
Management section.
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CSV Order Upload
You can easily upload a CSV file from the Welcome Back screen below the Quick Order Pad.

All you need to do is select ‘Choose a File’ and locate the csv on your computer.
NOTE: You do not need any headers in the CSV file – Please see the example below:

Once the file is located and chosen if you select Import then you will be taken straight to the basket.
There is also the Cut & Paste Order Form as you can also copy and paste items from a text file in here or type it
manually in the format below:
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Favourite Orders
Another feature is to the use of Favourite Orders and Favourite Items.
Once an order is placed, it will appear in your My Order History.
From here if you open the order to view you have option to Repeat This Order which adds all the products to the
basket, or mark as a Favourite Order.
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In this case, this order can be saved with a name so it is easily identifiable and it will then appear in the View My
Favourite Orders section so it can be repeated easily.
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Favourite Items
When browsing the site, you can mark products as Favourite and they will appear in the My Favourite Items list.
This feature is useful if you see something when browsing that you may not necessarily want to order right away (a
bit like a wish list).

This can be done by clicking the heart icon next to the image on the category page

Or by using the link on the full product page
TIP: Clicking the brand
icon will take you to
the Brand Page for this
product.

You can add/delete your Favourite Items within Order Pad Management and selecting My Favourites List or by
returning to the product page and unclicking Add To Favourites.
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Saved Baskets
The system will automatically save your basket if you log off and present you with options in a popup next time you
log on to Continue, Save Basket or Discard Basket.
If you want to save your basket before logging off this can easily be done with the Save For Later option at the
bottom of the basket:

This will save the contents of the basket for 60 days – Saved Baskets can be views and retrieved in the My Account
section:

If you click Valid 60 Days you will be presented with the order items and the following options:

By selecting Continue With This Basket your basket will be populated with the products saved and you can add more
products or delete as you wish.
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Checkout

Where ever you are on the site the basket is always visible in the top right corner. If you hover over the basket icon it
will show you the contents and the grand total inclusive of VAT.
Once in the basket you will see the contents of what has been added.
Your Preferred Delivery Day
Your next allocated delivery day is pre-populated in the preferred delivery date and you can order for the current
week and the following week. Your available dates will be in dark grey and these are the only ones that can be
selected.
Promotional Codes
The promotional code field will be populated when promotions are activated – See the Promotions section on Page
24.
Purchase Order Reference
The Purchase Order Reference field can be used to add your own PO reference – this is useful if you wish to place
multiple orders to combine with one reference. If this is left blank automatically generated web reference will be
added.
At the bottom of the basket you have the option to save your basket as an Order Pad, save for later or clear the
basket contents. There is also the option to download you basket to excel with or without images. If you wish to
have this option please just ask your customer service advisor.
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Once you click Proceed to Checkout you, depending on your account settings you may bypass the delivery address
screen and arrive at the Confirmation page.
If not, you will be able to view your delivery address which is not editable.

You can review your order in the Order Summary before you Confirm Your Order.
If you need to make any changes there is the option to Edit Shopping Basket at the top of the page or use the back
button in your browser.
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Promotions
Overview
All promotions currently running can be viewed on the Promotions Page which is accessible from the top navigation
bar. This page displays the entire list of valid promotions that are usually found in the Special Offer Brochure.
Within the promotions page you can filter by Offer Type or Category:

Type:
Extra Free - These are the “Buy 3 get 1 FREE” or “7+2 FREE” type promotions
Trade Less – Trade less % discount promotions
Clearance – Any items that are on a clearance promotion

Category:
The broad category of products on offer such as “Dog Food & Treats”, “Cat Food & Treats” and “Accessories”
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Extra Free
Below is an example of an Extra Free offer.

Once you have clicked View Offer you will be presented with products available to buy followed by your “Extra
FREE” items below. You will notice that you are not able to choose your Extra FREE items at this point, you must first
select the correct quantity to buy that activates the offer before you can select your free items.
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In the example below I have now added 4 qualifying items in the basket which has enables the selection option to
Choose the Extra FREE items

Once you have selected your FREE Item(s) you will be automatically taken to the basket where you will see the
promotion item with a zero value and the promotional code highlighted in green.
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N.B. From the basket you are able to multiply the offer so in this case if you changed the quantity of the top order
line to 8, the promotional item would automatically update to ‘2’. Please note however you are unable to change the
promotional item in the basket – if you wished to have a different promotional item(s) you would need to make your
selection by going back through the promotions screen.
From here you would need to either zero or change the quantity of the promotions items and click Update – you are
then able to make your selection.
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If ordering from the Simple Order Pad, Quick Order Pad or CSV and you ordered the 4 qualifying items in
this example promotion, the box to Apply the discount will appear in the basket and the system will apply
the first product code in the promotion order – so in this case you would receive a FREE item of product code
720473
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Trade Less
These promotions are can be easily added through the promotions page or via the quick order pad. Once in the
basket the green bar to apply the promotion will appear and the discounted price will show with the voucher code
showing as active.

The small promotional badge (in this case the trade less icon) also display and by clicking this you will be taken to this
particular promotion.
Please Note: ‘Your Price’ is the band discount price you usually pay for these products e.g Band D as stated in our
pricelist.

Cheapest Free
The system will automatically discount the cheapest item in the promotion.

TIP: You are able to change this *Promotional Item* by clicking the Extra Free badge in the basket which will
take you to the promotions page. Here you are able to change and update the quantity of the automatically
applied product and then make your own selection.
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TIP: In order to ensure you redeem the promotion correctly we advise adding offers to your basket directly
from the promotions page.

If you order a quantity of the same product it will automatically adjust the price so you are paying the
equivalent to getting the 1 item FREE.
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Account Settings and Management
Changing Your Password
This can be done from the My Account section which can be viewed when logged in.

If you forget your password, if you click the login there is a button at the bottom of the page that says Forgotten
your password – once you click this you will receive an email with a link to reset your password.
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